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Abstract: It is shown that the current global crisis can be considered as financial one in the first approximation
only; in fact, its nature is mainly determined by the crisis of ability of society to generate the most fundamental
“projects” (meta-projects) that would determine the direction of its development as whole. It is shown that
overcoming of the current crisis requires not only improvement of financial instruments and the development
of adequate credit and financial policies, but the development of appropriate so-called social technologies too.
A phenomenon known in the literature as the "Greek miracle" may be considered as the prototype of one of
such technologies.
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INTRODUCTION idea has not been supported yet by the international

The problem of overcoming of the current global countries of the world economic system. This community
crisis is actively discussed in academic literature [1-4] as still tries to find a way out of the crisis restricting
well as in mass media in different aspects [5-8]. themselves by the limits of the traditional
Unfortunately, the world macroeconomics cannot propose macroeconomics approaches, which predominantly in the
really efficient recommendations (and it was confirmed frames of the alternative between the concept of dominant
with the last events in such countries as Portugal), role of the State and the concept of free market and the
although the necessity of new approaches development correspondent liberal theories. 
was discussed widely [9-15] in current literature too. As Leaders of G8 and G20 are also directed to the
a consequence, ideas of the controlled chaos  become traditional unilateral opinion generated mainly by the
popular among some groups of politicians aimed to the followers of the liberal macroeconomic theories that
military solution of the crisis. aggravates the situation. Moreover, these theories are

We have provided additional evidence for the next inevitably simplified to be used in the short term and
conclusion. It is impossible to consider the global crisis at often-political purposes. 
the beginning of the 21  century as only financial one So, it is actual to provide some additional explanationst

because its nature is much more complicated, as it was of the opinion able to propose an alternative way out of
mentioned in [16,17]. First of all, it means that there are no the crisis not certainly connected with occurrence of the
any reasons to say that a military solution of armed conflicts either local (a controlled chaos strategy)
contradictions can lead to the expected result (even if or more large-scaled.
exclude the moral issues). 

There are enough authors supporting the opinion Economics and Civilization Meta-Projects: Modern
that financial and economic aspects of the crisis macroeconomic theories by default imply that the social
represents only the top of the iceberg (at least in [9-15]) it processes can be predominantly managed by the financial
was taken into account some additional factors), but this instruments.  Now  a unilateral opinion is dominating that

expert community that determining politics of the main
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money  is an adequate quantitative standard of value, costs  for  maintenance  of safety including economic
therefore, money is the main tool of the macroeconomic safety and dramatically increase efficiency of economics
and even system regulation. At the everyman level, it is in  whole.  Comparison  of  the  situation  in  the  field  of
represented by the widespread opinion that, being the the mutual confidence in the countries of Europe and
universal standard of weal, money is the only and former  USSR  and  expenses  for  transactions  illustrates
absolute value. this thesis. 

The modern society often perceived criticism of Let us try to justify the following point of view.
values of the consumer society [18-20] as well as Mutual confidence in the society, respect to the laws,
alternative points of view generated within the frames of compliance with the ethic norms of behavior, etc., have a
environment-friendly or noosphere conceptions [21,22] as significant impact on the economic efficiency but
a set of bona fide wishes not relating to the real occurrence and maintenance of such behavior norms is
economics or politics. However, it should be noted that at only indirectly determined by the economic factors. Some
most such alternative conceptions often sound as just consolidating idea ( the highest meaning and purpose of
bona fide appeals, for example [22]. the human existence ) plays much more important part

But in reality, such a statement as not everything is which makes a member of such society to sacrifice up-to-
measured in money  contains not only humanistic or the-minute benefits for something different without any
philosophic but direct macroeconomic meaning; direct enforcement. 
especially if one shall interpret this discipline in  the  spirit Comparison of different societies where a
of [23] as a Counselor of the Prince , i.e. as a science, consolidating idea existed/exists (Protestant or another
which main task is development of the relevant efficient religious ethics, aspiration to communism, aspiration to
recommendations for the management bodies. (Certainly, the civilized revenge, etc.) shows that such idea can be
development of such recommendations is included into always considered as a certain meta-project. Involvement
the competence of not only macroeconomics but in the in such meta-project (according to economic problems, it
field of financial politics especially this discipline plays is not important if its goals are achievable or relating to
the key part.) the mortal life or post existence) is another value for the

For the simplified and obvious evidence of the above society members (besides the material benefits) and it is
statements, it is enough to remember a well-known indirect mean of the society consolidation. Especially
historical fact. The modern economics is largely (if not involvement in the meta-project makes people follow the
mainly) created by the Protestant ethics [24-26]. relevant norms of behavior, ethics, etc., i.e. to follow
According to this ethics, wealth is considered as weal behavior providing the society consolidation and it
given by the Lord to a dignified person and it provided increases efficiency of economics in whole. 
quite definite and strict limitations on the wealth owner. It should be noted that involvement in the meta-

In spite of the criticism of the M.Veber ideas [27-29], project is not necessarily some illusive benefit or value.
mechanisms created under the impact of the Christian Even if a meta-project pursues the illusive or unachievable
doctrines have successfully worked in economics of some goals (for example, creation of the communist society), a
countries (mainly, the West ) up to now (suppose, due level of involvement in it is a predominant measure of the
to the inertness of large systems). social capital provided that the meta-project goals are

In particular, any transaction and interaction of two supported by the majority of the society members. In
economic agents assumes the certain control over other words, a society with a meta-project has another
fulfillment of the taken obligations. The least expensive very efficient mean of economic regulation because there
way of the control is mutual confidence when the both is an opportunity to pay  people in a form which does
sides are sure that a partner will fulfill its obligations by not require the direct financial expenses. Existence of the
default . All the other ways of control increase the cost of meta-project always means non-economic form of
transactions since involve a lot of supervising bodies, economic stimulation. The meta-project also generates the
lawyers, securities, etc. relevant formal and informal institutions and it provides

Same, the costs for the main part of transactions in additional increase of efficiency of economics in whole. 
the former USSR were quite small (in spite of inefficiency It can be stated that traditional institutions (formal
of the economic system in whole). and mainly informal) created in the past on the basis of

Speaking generally, a society with a higher level of the relevant meta-project continue supporting efficiency
internal confidence and a priori respect to the human right of those economics where the basic models of behavior
including respect to the property, automatically reduce and basic patterns have not been destructed.
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In  fact,  the  meta-project  role is  more  significant. of surgery but they will be in the framework of the existent
The fact of its existence establishes the vector of the paradigm. Such development will not provide a
society  development.  It is not necessary to prove in fundamental jump necessary to create a new space for the
detail that a society where such vector is not determined macroeconomic expansion, understanding in the same
or the entire resources are spent for preservation of the meaning as in [31,32].
existing system is doomed for stagnation and So, the world macroeconomics needs new meta-
degradation. This general thesis was true at all times and projects establishing a vector of the civilization
for all nations but it is especially important in the modern development. There is a natural question – where we can
world at the final stage of the industrial phase of take it.
civilization.

In particular, the modern economic system is created Problem of Generation of Meta-Projects: One of the
on the credit and financial basis strengthened and simple examples of a meta-project can be represented by
systemized during the ‘Modern” epoch. (The best a national idea . At least, it is true for a state directed for
illustration is a role of the banks as some focus of the the civilized revenge when this task is directly or
world centers of force.) indirectly supported by all members of the society.

Crediting implies significant profit (otherwise (Modern China is the obvious example of such state.) The
financial instruments will be unworkable) and, therefore, other states, for example, Russian Federation, also tried to
expansion to this or that space (geographic, semantic, create or more exactly to design  a national idea,
virtual, etc.). During the certain historic periods, however, the real level of impact of the relevant concepts
expansion field included colonies, then it was science. on economics of the society is still low [33, 34]. 
Today, it is obvious that the last directions for expansion Methodological mistake explaining a number of
have become depleted (it is discussed in [17,30]). failures of the researches and political consultants tried to

Therefore, the system generation of meta-projects for design  a national idea lies in the fact that they tried to
the current historic period is more important than design it, i.e. to form it artificially. 
perfection of the financial regulating mechanisms and This is the most obvious example showing that a
increase of their efficiency. meta-project becomes real only when it is assimilated by

We cannot say that nobody understood, although the society, when it is a subject of some consensus that
intuitively, the nature of the crisis of generation of is demonstrated in the mentioned example of China. 
fundamental projects, which significantly increased (or An idea that it is necessary to have the civilization
generated) the current global crisis. International revenge generating the Chinese meta-project is supported
community tried to start the wide researches in the key by all the citizens of this country – from the illiterate
nano-/ bio-/ info fields but not all expectations were peasant to the General Staff officers. An idea of such level
realized. Nano-/ bio-/ info triad could not (and most can be documented or implied. Members of the society
probably was not able to) solve (at least, within the can reflect it consciously or can perceive it only on the
existent science organization structure [17]) the key intuitive level but it is not important. The relevant set of
macroeconomic problem – creation of a new space for the socially active patterns is assimilated by the society.
expansion (if exclude a very unobvious question on a In particular, it should be noted that a term of the socially
post human actively discussed in some mass media). active patterns (in the context used here) is much wider

Reasons of failure of the breakthrough triad  are than a term of ideology . The latter always codify only a
analyzed in [17,30], but they can be formulated in one certain part of the socially active patterns establishing a
general thesis. Nanotechnology at the end of the 20th and vector of development of the society and often in the
in the beginning of the 21st century, due to the whole distorted form. 
complex of reasons [17], did not provide generation of a In spite of success of the modern PR-technologies,
new meta-project assimilated by the society through the opportunities of manipulation of the public conscience are
obviously perceived patterns. It stopped at development limited, therefore, there are limited opportunities to form or
and solution of the same problems as science of the change the socially active patterns or they are still used
industrial age. Simply speaking, surgical operations can in a very limited scope. Simply speaking, advertising can
be done with a scalpel. Significant progress will be make a consumer to buy unnecessary goods but it cannot
represented by creation of the laser or even nano methods make people use it in their everyday life. 
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Meta-projects establishing a vector of the civilization movements. Founders of Buddhism and Jainism in India
development are generated inside the society. The task of were contemporaries of Confucius and Lao-tzu. Zoroaster
the researcher is to detect them and maybe strengthen started his teachings in Iran and Palestinian prophets
and register but not reconstruct them artificially. Sure, Isaiah the Second and Jeremiah started at the same time –
there were some cases when some thesis assimilated by they were almost contemporaries of Thales and
the society was created by a certain author but it does not Anaximander , [35].
change the point. Patterns considered in this article However, the modern conclusions show that the
become such patterns only when they generate some Axial Time  of K. Jaspers is not an exclusive
feedback loop. phenomenon. Breakthrough of the scientific and technical

In this case, elite (or counter elite)-by efforts of the ideas at the boundary of the 19th and 20th centuries can
relevant experts – catch the real public sentiments, form be also interpreted from the considered position [37].
them and transform in something which serves as a guide Certainly, this breakthrough was not properly noted
to action and give it back. In this case consensus is because of some social concepts of the linear and
achieved automatically; moreover, some informal social uninterrupted nature of the progress, by the subsequent
contract  is formed which the classics of philosophy history, in particular, stagnation of the creative and
wrote about. scientific activity started at the second half of the 20th

It is difficult to realize such scheme but civilizations century shows that it is not true. (Crisis in the modern
at the critical moments of its history always turned to its science is discussed in [16,30,39].)
sources, therefore, let us consider a nature of the Greek There is still no any common explanation of the
Miracle . This is a term of sudden genesis of the civilized periods of bursting development of creative work . It is
society – in the modern meaning of this word – in the recognized to be a very serious problem [35,37] and it is
small Mediterranean country. important to find some starting pulse  initiated the global

Greek Miracle and a Modern Situation: B.Vladimirsky, cultural loans and ideas of impact of the climatic factors
whose work [35] will be used below, notes that such were continually criticized including in [35]. There are
definitions as Greek Miracle  (E.Renan) or sudden some more believable hypotheses, in particular, in [40] the
genesis of the civilization  (B.Rassel) are not hyperboles. creative explosions were interpreted as the result of
Mathematics, logics, philosophy and natural sciences combination of the special social and psychological
were created in this period. factors released the creative energy always existing in the

This intellectual revolution – as French historian society in a latent form. The main thesis [40]: … any
J.Vernan wrote – is so sudden and deep that is was normally functioning society prevents any spiritual
considered inexplicable in terms of the historical causality, creativity not connected with some practical activity and,
therefore, it was called the Greek Miracle , … as if the therefore, hinders development of culture. For this reason,
mind (logos) suddenly got free from the myth like the culture comes to its zenith very seldom and that is why is
scales fell from the eyes [36] . shall be always connected with temporary weakening of

The problem can be considered much wider. Now it the system protecting the society from the too quick
is recognized that cultural evolution of the mankind is updating .
inhomogeneous [35, 37]. Long periods of stunted The similar ideas are true concerning generation of
development ( stagnation ) are interchanged by the the meta-projects. 
relatively short period of the creative activity causing the Greek Miracle  - is it possible to repeat? A neural
fundamental changes in all the spheres of the human life network model of the noosphere based on the following
– from technologies to politics. One of such periods well analogy was proposed in [41]. A human brain consists of
studied and documented for the Ancient Greece is separate neurons, which do not have attributes of
between 750 BC and 450 BC. consciousness. Intellectual activity is a result of the

Such bursts of creative activity simultaneously collective effect: neurons generating a network create a
occurred in the regions very far from Greece [12], new quality. A new quality, for example, ability to
therefore, K. Jaspers [36] created a concept of the Axial recognize images, is also inherent for the artificial neuron
Age . The considered period was a time of synchronous networks [42, 43] and their analogs of the random nature
generation of the largest religious and reformative [44] and it is the basis for the considered analogy.

increase of the creative activity. The concept of the
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Neuron network model of the noosphere [41] put in A system in whole is reconstructed, therefore, elements
line the neurons and individuals (persons), as well as with the transformed features complies with its new state
information connections existing between the individuals to the maximum extent. 
and the nerve fibers connecting the neurons between There is such example as transformation in any big
themselves. (It is not detailed in the neuron network corporation created by merge of several similar
theory that a signal shall have some definite nature, for companies. At the initial stage, the companies
example, electrical one.) transformed into the structural units can function in the

An analog of the neuron network created by the same mode as earlier. But with development of horizontal
aggregate of individuals generates the different quality connections inside the system (interpreted as evolution
that can be identified with the noosphere in whole (or its of the comprehensive network), new conditions require
certain relatively independent fragment, for example, the personnel to develop different skills, mentality, etc. It
ethnos). Conventionally, it can be stated that it represents is interpreted as selection of elements with new quality.
some over-mind, however, it is more correct to say that More correct evidence can be provided based on the
any individuals takes part in the processing of information mathematical models of the evolving neuron networks [44-
at least on two levels – personal and over-personal. 46], including the networks with real physical prototypes.

One can talk about the over-personal level of So, it was noted in [47] that partially dissociating
processing of information under the following ideas. A macromolecules represents a direct analog of the Hopfield
separate neuron does not affects on intellectual activity neuroprocessor due to the own physical and chemical
of the brain in whole, similarly, a certain person can have features and a system of such kind is able to evolve. 
only very little impact on the processes determining The considered scenario essentially differs from the
performance of the neuron network in whole. Let us ideas based on the Darwinist point of view. Indeed, the
remind that a neuron network is tolerant to the errors and Darwinist point of view is based on the mechanisms
resistant to loss of a certain neuron. At the old age, the connected with random mutations/fluctuations. Here
human brain loses up to several dozen percent of cells but evolution becomes “directed” as it is supervised by the
a system in whole saves its ability to function. According comprehensive neural network transferred to a new
to the theory of neuron networks, it is interpreted through condition.
the well-known fact: information is stored not in the Summarizing, we can say that neural network
certain logical cell  but in a network in whole. In this mechanism of evolution of the complicated systems
view, a neuron network is similar to a hologram (a part of proposed in [37] is realized in two stages:
the hologram can reproduce the same picture as the whole
one but with degraded quality, [42, 43]). Evolution of the neural network analog which

Another important feature of the analogs of the elements are represented by individuals (the first
neuron networks existent in the society is their quick stage) is primary.
evolution. The reason is that only structural At the second stage, the higher level is converted
reconstruction of connections existing between the into the filter "selecting" the necessary elements. The
elements is enough for evolution of the network in whole. mechanism of this selection remains not clear yet, but
In other words, a network in whole can evolve leaving it is possible to state a priori that its velocity is much
unchanged the features (and even parameters) of the higher than a velocity defined by random mutations
certain element. as there is an additional factor forming the necessary

According to a conclusion on existence of some impact on the system elements and fixing quite
analogy between the society and neuron network, it certain changes.
turned out that the over-mind  can and have to evolve
much quicker than individuals, i.e. its elements. At the It is essential that the first stage can proceed as a
certain stage of evolution, the higher level of processing hidden process not perceived by the individuals included
of information starts impact on the lower ones. One can into a neural network. According to [37], the second fast-
say that analog of the neuron network starts proceeding stage has all signs of a quantum leap
independent selecting  of the elements with necessary (aromorphosis). Apparently, the "Greek miracle" is an

features.   Certainly,   such  selection  is  not  conscious. example of such aromorphosis
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Therefore, in order to repeat it, it is required to find
(or to create) the mechanism of "programming" of a
comprehensive neural network.

Program Codes of the Transpersonal Neural Network: A
question of interrelation between information stored in the
transpersonal network and collective unconscious was
raised in [41]. It isn't possible to solve this problem up to
the end yet and it is determined by distinctions in
approaches, terminology, etc. Nevertheless, it is obvious
that there is a certain connection between the processes
taking place at the over-personal level of processing of
information and the collective unconscious. 

In particular, it allows stating that there are
mechanisms of impact of a comprehensive neural network
on the individual similar to manifestations of the collective
unconscious. Additional mechanisms of influence of a
comprehensive neural network on the individual are
connected with such factors as "environment
dictatorship". The latter is expressed, in particular, in need
to be adjusted to the rules of behavior accepted by the
environment, views and traditions. It is possible to offer
some more mechanisms but all of them will have common
features with the already mentioned: impact on the
individual from a comprehensive network surely has
information nature.

This conclusion allows specifying, in particular,
definition of used above concepts of "meta-project" and
"socially active patterns" lying in its basis. Namely, a
socially active pattern represents information recorded in
the over-personal level of processing of information
which has permanent motivating impact on behavior of
individuals.

Therefore, if we develop and produce tools for
recording of data in the transpersonal structures, it is
possible to create new methods of control of not
economic nature. 

Obviously, data recording into the over-personal
level proceeded in the past and it proceeds now as well.
Otherwise, such steady information structures as a
complex of ideas expressed by the term of "human rights"
would not exist. However, until recently, data recording
on the considered level has been preceded spontaneously
or on the empirical basis developed, for example, in
relation to the requirements of technologies of mass
consciousness manipulation. 

Let us consider the general mechanism of generation
of any semantic codes and/or other information objects in
the society. 

Fig. 1: Simplified diagram of generation of the over-
person information objects in the society.

In a first approximation, it can be described by means
of the diagram in Figure 1. According to this diagram, data
reflecting behavior of the objects of supervision (2) come
to the source – generator of new information (1) which
then are processed (1) being transformed, for example,
into the new knowledge. Obviously, this part of the
diagram displays the process of collecting and creation of
information in the most general form, in particular,
generation of new knowledge in natural sciences.
However, if the objects of supervision are able to receive
and process information (for example, they are persons),
there is a feedback loop (the highlighted lines) in the
considered diagram.

Provided that information generated (1) is assimilated
by the set of objects (2), it transforms their behavior.
There is such classical example of generation of the
information object according to such diagram is a socially
active pattern characterized by the term of "human rights"
already mentioned above. A diagram with feedback (Fig.
1), at all its evidence, allows eliminating a seeming
contradiction between existence of the authors/author of
the corresponding set of ideas and ideas of generation of
socially active patterns "inside the society". Formation of
semantic codes includes the collective effects determined
by behavior of the society as a whole and individuals
acting as authors of the corresponding texts (hypotheses,
manifestos, concepts, etc.). 

However, according to numerous historical examples,
even a concrete idea (without saying about their
aggregate called a semantic code) not necessarily has the
specific author or group of authors. It is expressed by the
widespread phrase – "ideas are in the air". (The same is
expressed by ideas of the scientific or educational
environment).
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Besides, information filtration processes have also ethnos, etc.). Thereby, it automatically transforms into the
impact on functioning of the considered feedback loop. certain over-person information object passed to the
Objects (2) not necessarily adopt information generated transpersonal level of information processing. 
(1) and vice versa. From this point of view, analogy Further, the same example shows that occurrence of
between the society and neural networks represent the rather steady neural sub-networks can have influence
considerable interest. The most studied properties of a on the comprehensive network complementary to the
neural network include, as it is known [42,43], ability to society as a whole. So, "twits" have quickly won
recognize images. If the network neurons receive a certain popularity as the instrument of political influence and
set of signals making some "image", these signals can be commercial value of the Facebook and its analogs
recognized or not depending on images already recorded continuously increases. It is possible to provide a large
in  the  neural  network.  In  relation  to  the  diagram  in number of other examples of influence of the enclosed
Fig. 1, it means that society can accept or reject neural nets of the considered type on the comprehensive
information generated by the element (1). network.

The above shows that the neural network models of On the basis of such examples, in terms of the neural
the society considered in [44] are of direct practical network models considered above, it is possible to speak
interest and data recording in the higher levels of about existence of the quite certain mechanism of data
information processing is a very difficult task. According recording on the over-personal level (mechanism of
to the above, the easiest way is recording of information formation of the socially active patterns assimilated by the
close to the data already containing in the "hologram" society). According to this mechanism, a certain
and complementary to the over-personal level of independent neural network has to appear in the society
information processing. which carries out functions of the element (1) according

It should be noted that information stored by the to the diagram in Fig. 1. 
artificial neural network is determined by the weight The neural network analog having individuals as
coefficients characterizing communications between the elements is not only a poorly studied object but the
neurons. In relation to the neural network model of the mechanism of information transfer to the next level
society, it means that such information is determined by remains still unknown in details. However, in any case, it
its communication structure. Therefore, the task on data is possible to state that it is very difficult for the
recording into the transpersonal level is inseparable from individual to "come" to the transpersonal level of
a task on change of the communication structure of the information processing, at least, extreme difficult even at
society. the level of some attempt to read information from it. One

In principle, it is possible, especially now when can assume that such recording is carried out step by
communication structure of the society is substantially step, i.e. there is an intermediate link rather susceptible to
determined by the telecommunication industry and information generated by individuals and having "access"
associated means (for example, so called social networks, to the fragments of the global analog of a neural net. 
in particular, Facebook). Such networks as the Facebook Such intermediate link, most likely, is represented by
can be considered by analogy to the neural networks too; rather isolated communities also forming a neural net
more precisely, any social network can be considered as analog included into the fragments of the global network
a sub-network included into the comprehensive one. which not necessarily have to be analogs of the

It is essential that such enclosed networks are Facebook.
capable to generate information structures according to From these positions, it is possible to offer the
the diagram in Fig. 1. For example, the own slang, following interpretation of the mechanism of the "Greek
established opinions and swims formed in the networks of miracle" realization. For these or that reasons, an
artificial origin. There are all reasons to believe that the "enclosed neural network" occurs which interaction with
Facebook and similar systems will start generating the a comprehensive network is characterized by the
certain semantic codes in the future and extraordinary fast increased efficiency. It provides explosive assimilation by
evolution of social networks confirm it. It should be noted the society of the semantic codes generated by the
once again that within the neural network model the enclosed network. The offered wording is rather vague
semantic code becomes real if it is assimilated by the but it allows transferring a question on the "Greek
rather independent fragment of the noosphere (society, miracle" or its analogs to the quantitative plane.
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Namely,  rather  closed communities generating It is paradoxical, but at these conditions it is possible
certain  semantic  codes  have  always  existed  and  exist
now (an example is not only Facebook but also the
community  focused  on  attempts  of  distribution  and
direct practical embodiment of heritage of V.Vernadsky).
However, such semantic codes are not always assimilated
by the society despite their obvious practical usefulness,
logicality, justification, etc. Therefore, for effective
interaction  with  a  noosphere  or  its  separate  fragments,
the above mentioned enclosed network has to be
complementary  to  them  to  some  extent  (or  the
enclosed  network  has  to  make  a  considerable  part  of
the comprehensive one and, apparently, it took place in
the Ancient Greece).

On this basis, it is possible to offer the following
general scheme of the controlled generation of semantic
codes. Actually, the main idea is focused on artificial
creation of a neural network "adjusted to the global
network". How to do it – it is known only in the most
general terms. However, there are no doubts that the
alternative way – i.e. use of classical administrative
schemes, - is even less perspective. For a number of
reasons (increase in population density, increase of
communications density and increase of the information
streams amplitude, etc.), neural network effects in the
society will become more and more noticeable.
Respectively, crisis of loss of controllability becomes
inevitable [17,30] which nature can be expressed by one
phrase – the neural network cannot be "programmed" in
the same meaning as the von Neumann’s machines are
programmed. Traditional administrative schemes
constructed on the hierarchical pyramids are analogs of
such machines and operate in their logic. "Logic of neural
networks" is absolutely different [42,43] and their
management has to be created on the different principles.

CONCLUSION

Thus, there are all reasons to believe that the nature
of the current global crisis is not limited by the financial
component. It is rather opposite, its roots lie in the field of
ideas and semantic codes generated and assimilated by
the society. Therefore, to maintain existence of the
civilization in its modern form and, in particular, for
maintenance of its expansionist nature, it is necessary to
create conditions for generation of new Meta-Projects
which will determine and set nature of those spaces where
expansion (already in the macroeconomic meaning) will be
directed in future.

only through repetition of the "Greek miracle" in this or
that option and it requires forming the corresponding
analogs of neural networks – generators of new codes
and their conductors into the transpersonal level of
information processing.
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